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 I'm now able to do several styles on my girls along with myself. I'd definitely suggest offering it a
read prior to going to your stylist! I like edgy, textured however polished layers in my own
shoulder length locks. This book helped me turn into a hair mom." Generally, it did because of
the mercy of some higher power, I'm convinced of it.Probably my expectations were too high,
but if you are using a word like "extensive," you set them high mainly because an author. Look at
it in the library initial.! We have it on our counter and have not really had one client consider it at
night first few webpages. I love working on my hair, but last night's effort from shampoo to finish
look took about 3 hours. Fortunately, this is a style which will wear well for many days. But, now
that I know that, several less layers would have been a good thing! Four Stars Extremely detailed
in styling locks. I was looking for some cute everyday styles, plus some formal styles as well, but
mostly everyday. I've long hair. This reserve has decent formal hairstyles, but in conditions of
everyday looks it's slim pickings. A lot of the designs were ugly for me (incredibly crimpy or with
hair protruding randomly), or these were for short locks, bangs (don't possess) or included
artificial hairpieces (really?). I was hoping for classier looks, points with braids, different parting
techniques, etc. While I still want that mercy, after reading the book I have a strategy that works
and will be evolved for all my basic looks. I'd recommend browsing it in a bookstore or library,
it's expensive and in my opinion didn't quite deliver.I bought this book and followed the detailed
instructions while practicing on my girls. I understand my limitations. Hair-styling is one of these.
Customers have stated it had been more like something a teenage girl would get to try to fix her
own hair.The photos are shiny and the directions are clear. Not what we were searching for
From the cover, we were expecting 85 great hairstyles our clients could try deciding new looks,
or event styles. Great Book! When I asked my stylist for all people layers, I was still working with
the mentality of "in some way by the grace of God this can look good following a curling iron /
hair straightening iron. I have two girls ages 7 & 9, and I acquired tired of not being able to help
them making use of their hair especially since the older one is very much indeed a girlie, girl.
Three Stars Good but the guide was hard to understand Made a hair-styling challenged woman
feel good about her head!Lovely, simple reference for most hair types and desired styles This
book is a good little mention of get the fundamentals down for most popular looks for most hair
lengths. It's been a lot of fun and a great bonding experience for us. Would definitely
recommend to others.If you need to start feeling better about your hair, this is actually the book
for you personally. This publication had no so up to date appears or hairdos. As Kendall Farr
drives home in "The Pocket Stylist," be sure you know what the real effort is certainly for upkeep
on a method before you obtain the trim.This wonderful step-by-step manual will need the guess
workout of all these beautiful styles. Five Stars Great! Especially for all thumbs moms. I actually
was rather disappointed by this reserve. Five Stars Good product, good price, very happy. Five
Stars love these books Five Stars Great illustrations... was for our granddaughter and she'll have
a great time trying the various styles This is for our granddaughter and she will have an
enjoyable experience trying the various styles. . Good reference The book is a good mention of
take with you to a salon, but also for do-it-yourselfers wanting to save some dough, it is not an
easy guideline.! Five Stars Excellent
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